CORAL Steering Committee Meeting
Minutes
09/12/2016

Attending
Jeff Mudge (Wheaton College (IL))
Steve Oberg (Wheaton College (IL))
Remington Steed (Calvin College)
Scott Vieira (Rice)
Mang Sun (Rice)
Carla Clark (SirsiDynix)
Paul Poulain (BibLibre)
Victor Grousset (BibLibre)
Eric Hartnett (Texas A&M)
Jason Savell (Texas A&M)

Agenda
1. Security Issues
   With the latest issue, someone can dump all data and impersonate users. It could affect both LDAP and non-LDAP sites. There were a couple of fixes, Remington stated that he would share his for testing. BibLibre and Wheaton agreed to test the patch and if it works, it would be made available to the community. Victor suggested enforcing session expiration to help prevent this type of problem in the future.

2. Current pull requests
   No specific pull requests discussed, at least that I noted.

3. Update from SirsiDynix
   SirsiDynix has a number of new pilot sites: LSU; UNTHSC; Alabama A&M; LSU Law; Abilene Library Consortium; Mississippi State University; European University Institute; Cranfield University; Stanford; Stanford Business Library; LOUIS Consortium office; Philadelphia University; also Henan University in China. Toronto Public Library asked if there is a limit on the number of steps within a workflow as they’ve experienced trouble adding more than 7. A couple of the committee members tested and did not experience the problem and it was suggested that it may be a time out issue. SirsiDynix has updated the import tool to accept multiple ISSNs/ISBNs but was unsure about the status. Carla was going to check on this. Finally, SirsiDynix is working on a Chinese translation for CORAL.

4. General and Technical Documentation migration to coral-erm/documentation
   The question came as to whether to move existing documentation over to the documentation repo now or wait until it’s all updated. Remington recommended moving
the documentation now and continue updating it for 2.0 in the new location. The idea is to have a single repo for all documentation. The one that we’re moving to will provide room to grow and will allow for different versions including translations. The group agreed that documentation be moved over and labeled as beta. Carla reminded the group that SirsiDynix has updated a lot of the documentation and it can be used.

5. Status of 2.0
Jeff feels good about the installation from scratch and it’s ready for testing. Mang volunteered to test. The update code is still in progress. Steve is going to draft an email to update the community.

6. User's Group Meeting at ER & L for 2017
Scott and Yan are working on a proposal for the user's group meeting.

7. JQuery
Mang asked which version of JQuery should be used, because the jQuery version (1.4.4) used by Coral is too low and makes it hard to find plugins corresponding to v.1.4.4. Remington suggested keeping our custom functions rather than trying to find a compatible jQuery plugin yet, since our jQuery is so old. Remington also remarked it’s difficult for a single developer to attempt upgrading our jQuery versions, and that this task should wait until the whole community is ready to share the work.

8. Pull request #115
Jeff volunteered to test the unit and acceptance test pull request.